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Moving towards a Faceless tax administration
A paradigm shift in engaging with the tax authorities
Background
One the positive surprises of the COVID-19 pandemic
is the acceleration in digital communications across the
globe. Some of these changes seem here to stay. Faceless
interactions through digital means is the need of the hour
and the Indian Revenue has been agile to keep up to the
changes.
Adding yet another brick to the wall of structural reforms
that have been implemented by the Indian Government,
the Hon’ble Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, unveiled
a multifaceted platform for “Transparent Taxation –
Honouring the Honest” in August 2020. One of the main
features of this platform is the reinforcement of the Faceless
Assessment Scheme for all categories of taxpayers (barring
a few exceptions) across the country.
The Scheme will revolutionise the way in which the
scrutiny assessments of tax returns are conducted and
will fully digitise the interactions between taxpayers and
the Revenue. The scheme has been introduced with the
intention of making entire direct tax administration
‘seamless’, ‘painless’, and ‘faceless’.
As the name suggests, one of the most important features
of Faceless Assessment Scheme is to completely eliminate

the physical interface between the taxpayers and the
Revenue so as to impart greater efficiency, transparency
and accountability. India will perhaps be the first country
to implement such a system of conducting tax assessments
and appeals.
Historically, such scrutiny proceedings involved sitting
across the table with the tax officer, providing details and
clarifications from time to time, coupled with multiple visits to
the tax office, endless waiting, late sittings, etc. The Faceless
Assessment Scheme aims to change that completely as the
taxpayer would now not know the identity of the Assessing
Officer who would be conducting his scrutiny assessment
and the thrust has now been shifted to team based working
and functional specialisation without any human interface.
Thus, the era of visiting the tax office to personally meet the
jurisdictional Assessing Officer appears to be behind us.
Similar to the Faceless Assessment Scheme, on September
25, 2020, the Government has also notified the Faceless
Appeal Scheme, 2020 and has made it operative with
immediate effect. As the name suggests, the Faceless
Appeal Scheme, 2020 is aimed at eliminating physical
interface between the taxpayer and the first appellate
authority [Commissioner of Income-tax (Appeals) level].
The architecture and the framework of both these Schemes
is largely similar as discussed in detail below.

Journey from digitisation to a faceless interface – key events

Oct 2015
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e-assessment scheme

Sept 2017
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e-filing portal for
scrutiny assessments

Feb 2020
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e-Assessment
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Sept 2020
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Scheme codified in new
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launch of Faceless
Appeal Scheme, 2020
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– Honoring the
Honest” platform
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Salient features of Faceless Assessment Scheme1
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

National Faceless Assessment Centre (‘NFAC’) to act as a nodal
agency and a single point of contact between taxpayer and the
Revenue.
Assessment proceedings to be carried out by Regional Faceless
Assessment Centres (‘RFAC’) with support from various units
comprised therein (viz, Assessment Unit, Verification Unit, Technical
Unit, Review Unit).
All written submissions to the Revenue to take place in a virtual and
digital manner
With effect from August 13, 20202, all assessment orders (even for
ongoing assessments) shall be passed by NFAC under the Scheme,
except:
- Assessment Orders in cases assigned to Central Charges
- Assessment Orders in cases assigned to International Tax Charges
Assessment orders not passed in conformity with the Scheme shall be treated as non-est and be deemed to have never
been passed
Enabling provisions introduced wherein the proceedings before the Dispute Resolution Panel (‘DRP’) would also
become faceless
Personal appearance for hearing is prohibited. The Revenue will lay down standards, procedures and processes, with
prior CBDT approval, in respect of circumstances in which personal hearing is permitted (yet to be notified). However,
the same will be permitted only through video conferencing.
Vide the Taxation and Other Laws (Relaxation and Amendment of Certain Provisions) Act, 2020, several other key
functions (listed below) are to be carried out in a Faceless manner by the NFAC and RFAC:

Reassessment
proceedings

Revision
proceedings

Transfer Pricing

Appeal effects to
appellate orders

Prosecutions

Approvals &
Registration

Rectifications

Stay of demand and
recovery of taxes

Application for NIL or
lower tax withholding
certificate

TDS proceedings

1
Refer our detailed tax alerts on this subject here:
https://dhruvaadvisors.com/insights/files/Dhruva_Alert_Transparent_Taxation_platform.pdf
https://dhruvaadvisors.com/insights/files/Dhruva_Direct_Tax_Alert_Eassessment_scheme.pdf
2
With effect from April 1, 2021, faceless assessment scheme codified in new section 144B which is similar to the existing Faceless Assessment Scheme

Ecosystem of Faceless Assessment Scheme – A snapshot
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Assessment Unit

•
•
•

Identification of issues relevant to conduct an assessment
Seek information on identified issues
Analysing the information furnished by the taxpayer and frame draft assessment orders

Verification Unit

•
•

Conduct enquiries, cross verification, examination of books of accounts, witnesses, etc.
Recording of statements through video conferencing

Technical Unit

•

Provide technical assistance/ advice on legal, accounting, forensic, valuation, audit, transfer pricing, data
analytics or any other technical matter

Review Unit

•
•

Review of draft assessment orders (if mandated by NFAC)
Review whether issues on which addition/ disallowance should be made are discussed in the draft
assessment order
Review whether applicable judicial precedents are considered
Whether relevant and material evidence has been brought on record

•
•

Ecosystem of Faceless Assessment Scheme – Detailed flowchart
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This chart is for illustrative purposes and only provides a simplistic view of the process. There are several situations wherein to and fro interactions are
envisaged amongst the units and taxpayer through NFAC. Presently, the same is not captured in this chart for ease of reference.

Salient features of Faceless Appeal Scheme3
•

•

•

•

National Faceless Appeal Centre (‘NFApC’) to act as
a nodal agency and a single point of contact between
taxpayer and the Revenue.
Appeal proceedings to be carried out by Regional
Faceless Appeal Centres (‘RFApC’) with support from
various Appeal Units comprised therein.
NFApC to allocate an appeal filed by taxpayer to any
RFApC through an automated allocation system based
on data analytics and artificial intelligence.
Appeals relating to the below matters shall be kept
outside the purview of the Faceless Appeal Scheme4:
- International tax

•

•

- Serious frauds
- Major tax evasion
- Sensitive and search matters
- Black Money Act
Personal appearance for hearing is prohibited. The
Revenue will lay down standards, procedures, and
processes, with prior CBDT approval, in respect of
circumstances in which personal hearing is permitted
(yet to be notified). However, the same will be permitted
only through video conferencing.
Any appeal against an order passed by NFApC shall lie
before the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (‘ITAT’) having
jurisdiction over the jurisdictional AO of the appellant

Ecosystem of Faceless Appeal Scheme – A snapshot
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4

Refer our detailed tax alert here: https://dhruvaadvisors.com/insights/files/Dhruva_Alert_Faceless_Appeal_Scheme_2020.pdf
As per the Press Release issued by Ministry of Finance dated September 25, 2020. A CBDT order/notification to this effect is awaited.

Ecosystem of Faceless Appeal Scheme – Detailed flowchart
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*There are various Appeal Units under RFApC
** Draft order to be compulsorily forwarded for review to AU-2 if aggregate amount payable as per draft appeal order exceeds a specified threshold
(yet to be notified). In case where the AU-2 suggests variations (upwards or downwards) in the draft order, then NFApC shall send the order for review to
another Appeal Unit (AU-3) which will follow similar steps as outlined above and share a revised draft appeal order to NFApC.
This chart is for illustrative purposes and only provides a simplistic view of the process. There are several situations wherein to and fro interactions are
envisaged amongst the units, taxpayer, and NFAC through NFApC. Presently, the same is not captured in this chart for ease of reference.

Need for a change in approach by the taxpayers
Given the elimination of physical interface / interaction
with the Revenue, there is definitely a need for taxpayers to
make finer and significant changes in the entire approach
towards scrutiny assessments and appeals. The eloquence
that taxpayers have demonstrated when representing
their case in person will now have to be demonstrated on
paper. The process of the taxpayer resolving doubts and
holding discussions with Revenue Officers will now have
to be substituted by extensive and time-bound written
submissions and the ability to make it easier for the assessing
/ reviewing authority to comprehend important aspects of
the submissions, etc. The need for robust paperwork will
now be more important than ever.
Few of the aspects listed below will become extremely
crucial going forward:
• Utmost care to be taken while filing of tax returns and
taking certain tax positions. Contentious issues should
be analysed and documented properly for future
reference.
• Written legal and factual submissions should be of the
highest quality and very well articulated.
- Use of diagrams and flowcharts to explain the
case in a lucid manner advisable
- Preparation of a well drafted executive summary
- Submissions to be comprehensive but not verbose.
For example, relevant extracts from judicial
precedents, agreements, etc. can be moved to the
Annexure so as to not clutter the main body of the

submissions
Submissions to be well indexed and appropriately
numbered
- All factual as well as legal aspects including judicial
precedents to be considered and evaluated while
making written submissions
- Needless to mention, robust submissions at the
assessment and appeal stage would be of great
help while representing the case before the
Tribunal and Courts
Submissions to be filed in full and in a time bound
manner – there will be a digital trail of each and every
action of the Revenue and the taxpayer
The role of technology can be made more robust so
as to ensure that voluminous data can be submitted
seamlessly, ensuring recall value and search functions,
cross linkages, digital tracking, etc.
Leveraging on Use of technology to cull out data for
standard questions in order to save on time
IT systems to be upgraded (if required) so as to enable
seamless exchange of information, documents, etc.
which could be quite voluminous in size
Historic data to be appropriately summarised and culled
out for any potential appeal effects, rectifications, etc.
Reconciling and correcting differences in outstanding
tax demands as per ITBA and e-filing portal so as to
avoid any potential hiccups in obtaining tax refunds,
etc. in future
Possible realigment of role of inhouse corporate tax
team to some extent
-

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

How can Dhruva assist?
We at Dhruva Advisors are well positioned to be at the
forefront of these developments. We have evolved a
Standard Operating Procedure to ensure efficiency and
robustness at each stage of the Faceless Assessment Scheme
/ Faceless Appeal Scheme. With the elimination of physical
interface and randomized allocation of assessments and
appeals, we are well poised to assist taxpayers who could
be based in any part of the country.

1
3
5

Preparation of well researched,
comprehensive, and well-articulated factual
and legal submissions

Advise in putting the requisite infrastructure
(gearing up the technology, changes in ERP
systems, etc.) and other processes in place to
ensure seamless interaction and time-bound
compliance with the law

Devising a tax strategy (which we consider to
be an integral part of the overall business
strategy) and ensuring that the tax function
supports the larger approach to business

It is expected that the technical quality of assessments
and questions from the Revenue is likely to significantly
improve on account of team based assessments, functional
specialization and more layers of review within the
Department. These will have to be met with equally tailored
and high-quality responses, a more sector focussed and
a risk averse approach to assessments, anticipating the
implications of all disclosures, submissions in future
proceedings / appeals etc.

2
4
6

Advocacy on various aspects where scope
/ applicability is not clear

Responding to technical queries raised by
the NFAC and NFApC in an effective and
time-bound manner

Strategic support, advise and
representation services before the higher
appellate forums / Courts
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